Amir to meet Palestinian president tomorrow

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani will meet tomorrow with the president of the State of Palestine, Mahmoud Abbas, who will arrive in the country for a visit of about two days and night. The Amir and the Palestinian president will discuss the latest developments of the Palestinian cause, in addition to the latest developments in the region.

Amir sends greetings to Kenyan president

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani sends greetings to the president of Kenya, Uhuru Kenyatta, on the occasion of the anniversary of his country's Independence Day.

Qatar stops Bahraini cruiser in Qatari territorial waters

The Coasts and Borders Security Department in Doha intercepted a Bahraini cruiser, Al Biqa, coming from the Fasht al-Dibel area, off the coast of Qatar, and stopped it for violating the territorial waters of Qatar. The violation was committed by the 3 sailors on board, one of whom was transferred to the Doha Police Department to complete the legal procedures against him. The violation was reported by a local who had just witnessed the incident. The department is still continuing to follow up on the case.

French law triggers more protests

Thousands of protesters took to the streets in France yesterday, as the third consecutive week of demonstrations over a controversial law, known as the ‘global security law’, continues. The demonstrations have been ongoing since the beginning of the month. The authorities had been bracing for further violence, as the last two such protests in Paris ended in violence. But there were no major flare-ups as a series of thousands of protesters marched in support of the law, an anti-terrorism measure that was passed by the National Assembly.

UK navy to protect fishing rights

Four Royal Navy patrol ships are on standby in the North Sea and waters off the coast of France. The navy is on alert after trawlers from the UK arrived and were met by French authorities. The UK has been given an ultimatum to return to UK waters or face legal action. The UK government has rejected the ultimatum, calling it a “mismatch”.

National Day reflects unity of citizens, residents: PM

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani underlined that the National Day is an important occasion that shows the strength of the bond between the citizens and the wise leadership of the country and the continuous efforts by the government. The Amir and the Deputy Amir Sheikh Khalifa bin Khalifa al-Thani also underlined the importance of the National Day as a day of pride and celebration for the citizens and residents of the country.
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I still haven’t started my University degree…
I can’t find a course or University that I want…
I thought of going abroad and now I can’t…
I didn’t get in where I wanted to so now I don’t have a place…
I started a degree but it didn’t work out…
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Available in Qatar

ADMISSION OPEN

INTRODUCING ULTRAVIOLET SANITIZING EQUIPMENTS

UV-C – Viro Kill
Steady Aseptic Environment Unit
30sec Day Disinfection Time
Ready & Operative

UV-C – Viro Ban
Mobile Aseptic Environment Unit
30sec Day Disinfection Time

UV-C – Viro Crusher
Heavy Duty Mobile Environment Unit
30sec Day Disinfection Time

99.99 % Disinfection Guaranteed
Chemical-Free
Dustless Free
Low Operating Costs

GOODBYE TO VIRUSES USING ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT

Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation (UVGI) is a Disinfection method that uses short wave length Ultra-Violet light (UV-C) to Kill or Inactivate Viruses, Bacteria’s and other Disease causing Micro Organisms.

APPLICABLE AREAS

HOSPITALS / CLINICS
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
SPA TREATMENTS
PHYSIOTHERAPY CENTERS

OUR UV SANITIZING EQUIPMENT CAN ALSO BE USED IN OFFICES, MOTELS, RESTAURANTS, GYMNASIUMS, GYMNASIUMS, ETC.

FOR SALES AND SUPPORT CONTACT
QAMSCO
Tel: +974 40379117, Mobile: +974 50854338, Email: info@qamSCO.com

FOR PRODUCT DETAILS AND VIDEOS PLEASE VISIT: www.qamSCO.com

THE BEST DEAL EVER ON THE OCCASION OF QATAR NATIONAL DAY

- Get 5% cash back on New Salary accounts
- Salary loans @ 2.99% per annum
- Personal @ 1.99% per year
- Up to QR 4,000 as cash back on loans
- Exclusive Access to “al khaliji GO!” 2-for-1 offers at the city’s best restaurants, and more
On the occasion of Qatar National Day, 18th of December
and in remembrance of the historic day in 1878 when Sheikh Jassim Bin Mohammed Bin Thani, founder of the State of Qatar, set up the pillars of the Modern State of Qatar,
We extend our heartiest congratulations and greetings to

His Highness
Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad Al Thani
Amir of the State of Qatar

His Highness
Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Thani
Father Amir

His Highness
Sheikh Abdullah Bin Hamad Al Thani
Deputy Amir

and to all the honorable people of Qatar

We hope for more returns of this memorable occasion and wish that Qatar always enjoys security, welfare and prosperity under the wise leadership of His Highness The Amir

The Chairman, the Board of Directors and all the employees of the QNB Group
Ministry concludes training on Internal Auditing in accordance with the environment, practitioners to apply the basic principles of internal auditing for three weeks. Qatar University. It included the participation of employees in the internal audit departments of government agencies and bodies.

The programme aimed to enable participants to apply the basic principles of internal auditing, whether financial, administrative or information, and each participant attended two programmes according to their specialisations and their field of work. Whether financial, administrative or information, and each participant attended two programmes according to their specialisations and their field of work. Whether financial, administrative or information, and each participant attended two programmes according to their specialisations and their field of work.

The programme concluded the training programme for the practitioners to apply the basic principles of the internal auditing and the two programmes were offered in accordance with the fundamentals of internal auditing, two in Management Auditing, two in Financial Auditing.

Police College participates in annual INTERPA conference

Qatar Police College participated in the 9th annual conference of the International Association of Police Academies (INTERPA), which was held in Doha on Sunday, December 13, 2020. The programme contained two parts. Whether financial, administrative or information, and each participant attended two programmes according to their specialisations and their field of work.

The programme was attended by participants from various entities, including the Ministry of Interior, Qatar University, the Institute of Public Administration, the Qatar Investment Authority, Mowasalat (Karwa) and QNB.

Google Pay is an important step by Mowasalat (Karwa) and QNB to provide its customers mobile payment services. Mowasalat (Karwa)'s Taxi and Limousine riders through the system, Google Pay accounts will be able to pay their invoices rides through the system once activated Apple and Google Pay accounts will be able to pay their invoices rides through the system. Mowasalat’s CEO, Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah, pointed out that this initiative comes within our ongoing efforts that we started with the launch of the first smart taxi in the region, the Doha Taxi Smart.

The committee also appreciated the centre’s role in addressing the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic by providing tangible solutions that support the use of modern technologies and the integration of information systems in education, culture and community development. Mada Center also contributed by providing accessible solutions and activities to its strategic partners to enhance its role as a strategic enabler in the field of ICT access. The centre also gives priority to empowering the education sector to ensure a comprehensive educational system at all levels and continuous learning through the integration of information and communication technologies. The prizes aim to honor the exceptional contributions made by individuals, organisations or institutions that have proven success in promoting the inclusion of persons with disabilities in society, empowering them and advancing their lives by employing digital solutions effectively and creatively. MADA

Mowasalat, QNB join hands for Mobile Payment

Mowasalat and QNB Group have collaborated to enable customers using Apple Pay and Google Pay for transactions through the system, Mowasalat’s CEO, Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah, QNB’s CEO, Fahad al-Qahtani added. “We constantly embrace more digital solutions to make our services easily and safely available for all,” he added.
Qatar participated in the 13th Bali Democracy Forum, which was held in Doha, Qatar. "Democracy and the Covid-19 Pandemic" was the main theme of the meeting, which was aimed at highlighting the importance of democracy and the role of states in managing the pandemic, as well as the need for international cooperation to tackle the crisis.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani announced the date for the forthcoming election for the Shura Council, which will be held in Oct 2021. The Amir also announced the date for the upcoming election for the State Assembly, set to take place in June 2022.

The state was represented at the meeting by HE the Minister of Foreign Affairs, HE Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, who emphasized the importance of international cooperation in addressing the pandemic, as well as the need for strong leadership and decisive action by states. He also highlighted Qatar's efforts in supporting international organizations and initiatives, such as the World Health Organization and the United Nations, in their fight against the pandemic.

The conference also shed light on the current international context, which is marked by the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic and its repercussions. The Amir stressed the importance of maintaining the principles of democracy and the rule of law, as well as the need for increased cooperation and solidarity among states to overcome the challenges posed by the pandemic.

The meeting was attended by representatives from more than 80 countries, including heads of state and government, as well as high-level officials from international organizations and civil society groups. The discussions covered a wide range of topics related to democracy, human rights, and international cooperation, with a particular emphasis on the role of states in managing the pandemic and promoting democratic values.

Qatar also took part in the 25th Arab Museum of Modern Art, which was held in Doha, Qatar. The museum, which is one of the largest of its kind in the region, was established in 1972 with the aim of promoting contemporary art and culture. The museum's collection includes works by some of the most prominent artists from the region and around the world, as well as multimedia installations and interactive exhibits.

The museum's director, HE Sultan bin Saad al-Muraikhi, highlighted the importance of museums in providing the necessary tools for the development and promotion of contemporary art and culture. He also emphasized the role of museums in educating the public and fostering a culture of dialogue and understanding between different cultures and civilizations.

The conference also included a discussion on the role of museums in addressing the challenges posed by the pandemic, such as the need for increased digitization and online access to cultural resources. The director of the museum noted that the museum had to adapt to the new circumstances and develop new strategies to reach its audience, such as through online exhibitions and educational programs.

The conference also addressed the importance of international cooperation and collaboration in the field of cultural heritage and art. The director of the museum underscored the need for increased collaboration between museums and cultural institutions in the region and around the world, as well as the need for greater support and funding for the cultural sector.

In his address to the meeting, HE al-Muraikhi said that Qatar has been one of the few countries in the world that has been able to limit the negative effects of the pandemic, as a result of the ongoing concerted efforts at all levels, including the medical personnel. He also referred to the appeal of the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) to vaccinate children under five years of age in poor regions of the world. He noted that Qatar has made significant contributions to the global vaccine campaign, as a result of its strong commitment to the pursuit of peace and development in the region and around the world.

The conference also addressed the need for increased cooperation and coordination at all levels, including the bilateral and multilateral levels, to address the challenges posed by the pandemic. The director of the museum underscored the need for increased collaboration between museums and cultural institutions in the region and around the world, as well as the need for greater support and funding for the cultural sector.
HMC Adult Allergy Division feted Center of Excellence

**Invitation to Tender**

1. The Tender Documents can be obtained from In-Q Enterprises W.L.L., an electronic copy after confirming evidence of tender fee submission

2. The proposals must be submitted electronically as a separate email (Technical and Commercial) via Email to In-QTDC@om.qm.qa

3. The proposal must be accompanied by a bank guarantee (tender bond) issued by a bank in Qatar and shall be valid for 120 days from the bid closing date.

4. Nonviable Tender documents fee, to be deposited in QNB AC No. 0011-547200-002 Qatar QNB, indicate the tender ref. and your company name on the deposit slip.

5. Auditing financial statements for last Three Years should be submitted.

6. The successful Tender shall be submitting performance bond with the amount equal ten percent (10%) of the total contract Value valid 120 days after completing the contract.

For more information please contact us on 00974 33486816 or Email: wchakes@om.qa

---

**HMC Adult Allergy Division**

HMC Adult Allergy and Immunology Division has been designated as a Center of Excellence (CoE) by the World Allergy Organization — a worldwide alliance of allergy and clinical immunology organizations.

The division provides an essential range of testing and treatment options for our patients, with by the team, including allergic rhinitis, asthma, food allergies, drug allergies, different types of urticaria, atopic dermatitis, hereditary angioedema, anaphylaxis, and primary immunodeficiency disorders.

**MoPh reports 138,347 total Covid recoveries**

The Ministry of Public Health in a tweet has urged consumers to ensure before purchasing that frozen and chilled foods are stored properly.

**Woh, MAN Diesel & Turbo Qatar Navigation L.L.C.**

MAN Energy Solutions Qatar Navigation W.L.L.

There is no change in the ownership, management and organizational structure. We will continue providing the same products and services with which we have built our global reputation. The Company will continue to operate from its current location and all our contacts (email addresses and phone numbers) will remain the same.

We would like to thank all our valued customers, suppliers, banks, business partners and employees for their excellent support and confidence.

Warm regards,

Management

**Public Announcement**

To all Ships, Fishermen and Mariners

For information of exclusive offers of QR 150 for up to 250 passengers, QR 250 for up to 500 passengers and QR 500 for up to 1000 passengers.

For details contact: 0583 319 615

---

**HMC**

HMC’s Adult Allergy and Immunology Division is the first in the GCC region to attain this status and joins 103 regional and national allergy and immunology societies worldwide. WAO Centers of Excellence (WCOE) support multidisciplinary scientific and clinical innovation, education, and advocacy worldwide, providing excellence in education and training to various stakeholders in all fields of allergy, asthma, and clinical immunology.

HMC’s Adult Allergy and Immunology Division is the first in the GCC region to attain this status and joins the WAO Centers of Excellence (WCOE) support multidisciplinary scientific and clinical innovation, education, and advocacy worldwide, providing excellence in education and training to various stakeholders in all fields of allergy, asthma, and clinical immunology.

HMC's Adult Allergy and Immunology Lab, a research room, and tissue fixation service, and it receives more than 3,500 new referrals per year on average.

A wide range of disorders is dealt with by the team, including allergic rhinitis, asthma, food allergies, drug allergies, different types of urticaria, asthmatic dermatitis, hereditary angioedema, anaphylaxis, food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis (FDEIA) and primary immune-deficient disorders. HMC's Adult Allergy and Immunology service has also been accredited as an Urticaria Center of Reference and Excellence (UCARE) and an Angioedema Center of Reference and Excellence (ACARE) and the Global Allergy & Asthma European Network (GA-\text{LEN}). Besides, the Combined Allergy-Immunology fellowship training in HMC is an ACIGME-I accredited programme.

---

**MoPh advisory**

The Ministry of Public Health in a tweet has urged consumers to ensure before purchasing that frozen and chilled foods are stored properly.

---

**MoPh reports 138,347 total Covid recoveries**

The Ministry of Public Health (MoPh) announced yesterday 147 new confirmed cases of coronavirus (Covid-19), of which 106 are from community cases and 41 from sources returning from abroad who are subject to quarantine. The MoPh also recorded 33 recoveries from the virus in the same period, bringing the total number of cases that recovered in Qatar to 138,347. All new cases have been found in residents and are in quarantine. One case is in critical condition and is being treated at the ICU.

MoPh reports 138,347 total Covid recoveries

---

**Two new cases of Covid-19 recorded in Qatar**

Two new cases of Covid-19 were recorded in Qatar, bringing the total number of cases to 138,347.

---

**MoPh advisory**

The Ministry of Public Health in a tweet has urged consumers to ensure before purchasing that frozen and chilled foods are stored properly.
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QIB has announced the launch of a comprehensive personal finance and car finance package with Ooredoo for Qataris and non-Qataris. The new package is designed to offer customers a wide range of financial solutions, including personal finance, car finance, and mortgage options.

The package includes competitive interest rates, flexible repayment terms, and zero documentation fees. Customers can also benefit from exclusive offers and promotions throughout the year.

“QIB is committed to providing excellent customer service and personalized financial solutions,” said HE Akbar al-Baker, QIB’s Group CEO. “This package reflects our dedication to meet the evolving needs of our customers, offering them a seamless and convenient way to access financial services.”

Customers can apply for the package through any QIB branch located across Qatar or by visiting www.qiib.com.qa. For more information, customers can contact QIB’s customer hotline at 44840000.

QIB is a leading Islamic bank in Qatar, offering a wide range of financial services to individuals and businesses. The bank is known for its commitment to providing Shariah-compliant products and services.

Ooredoo is a leading telecommunication company in Qatar, providing mobile, internet, and fixed-line services to customers across the country.

The partnership between QIB and Ooredoo is part of the bank’s strategy to strengthen its presence in the local market and provide personalized financial solutions to customers.

For more information, please visit www.ooredoo.com or www.qiib.com.qa.
**National Day promotes values of unity, harmony for homeland**

H.H. the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani has said that the National Day is a celebration of the achievements of the nation, the sacrifice of the forefathers, and the current generation, and an affirmation of the value of unity, loyalty, and victory of the state and its people.

In his speech to the nation on the occasion of the National Day, Qatar's Amir also reaffirmed the commitment of the state to the principles and values of Qatar, its unity, loyalty, and victory.

**Argentina and Qatar share excellent ties**

Ambassador of Argentina to Qatar, H.E. Juan A. Mara, has said that the deep-rooted strategic cooperation between the two countries has allowed to establish a continuous and continuous process of cooperation between the two countries, which is a model of cooperation.

In a press release, the ambassador said that the strengthening of ties between the two countries is based on the common values and interests that guide the cooperation, which is based on solidarity and mutual respect.

**Korean envoy praises distinguished relations**

The Ambassador of the Republic of Korea to Qatar, H.E. Changmo Lee, has praised the distinguished relations between the two countries, which are based on mutual respect and cooperation.

He also praised the role of Qatar in the world, especially its role in promoting peace and security, and its contribution to the fight against terrorism.

He added that Qatar is a partner of trust that the Republic of Korea does not want to lose, and that the Korean government is looking forward to further cooperation with Qatar in various fields.

**Qatar's achievements based on pillars laid by founder**

H.E. the President of the Qatar Civil Aviation Authority, Akbar Al Baker, has said that Qatar's aviation sector has achieved great success and growth in recent years, thanks to the pioneering role of the founder of the country, Sheikh Khalifa bin Hamad Al-Thani.

He added that the efforts made by the QCAA in recent years have been aimed at ensuring the safety and security of air travel, and that the sector has been able to achieve its goals thanks to the support of the government and the people of Qatar.
A group of 14 Qatari took the oath of the Ministry of Justice on Sunday, marking the beginning of their new roles as experts.

The oath ceremony was led by the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Sultan bin Saad al-Muraikhi, who stressed the importance of the new experts in Qatar's bilateral relations with Indonesia.

Ambassador of Indonesia to Qatar Ridwan Hassan is seen with HE the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Sultan bin Saad al-Muraikhi.

The ceremony was held in the presence of the Minister of State for Justice Abdulla al-Abdali and Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, who praised the efforts of the experts in strengthening Qatar's position in the international community.

Sheikh Tamim said, "We are looking forward to the successful completion of all the programmes for these experts to qualify in the next stages." He also noted that Qatar is keen to encourage the experts to contribute to the Qatari system.

"Qatar's success in handling Covid crisis laudable" by Gulf Times

The Ministe of State for Foreign Affairs Sultan bin Saad al-Muraikhi.

"The Ministry of Justice is keen to encourage experts to qualify in various fields, to drive the legal work to enrich perspectives, and contribute to achieving effective justice." The statement was made on the advice of HE the Minister of Justice and the Minister of State for Justice Abdulla al-Abdali.

Experts are being proposed and helped to qualify to orderly in order for the personal matters and official composition, He said. His advice is related to the implementation of expert work. The programmes aim to assist the applicants with the legal rules regulating the registration of experts and the criminal cases from the Public Prosecution."

In order to achieve the goals, the ministry seeks to provide notable expertise to keep pace with the comprehensive requirements that the country is facing for discussing and contesting the experts' report, as well as the provisions regulating the registration of experts and the regulation for proposing expert work, and the rules for professional conduct, it was noted.

A group of 14 Qatari took the oath of the Ministry of Justice on Sunday, marking the beginning of their new roles as experts in various specializations.

The oath ceremony was held at the Ministry of Justice in Doha, with the Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Sultan bin Saad al-Muraikhi presiding over the event.

The ceremony was attended by the Minister of State for Justice Abdulla al-Abdali, who praised the experts for their contributions to the country's development.

The experts are from different disciplines including quantitative accounting, engineering, marine environment, and project management.

"The Minister of Justice is keen to encourage experts to qualify in various fields, to drive the legal work to enrich perspectives, and contribute to achieving effective justice." He noted.

An advanced system for the experts' work has been introduced, noting the experts' contribution to the Qatari system.

"Our programme for the qualified experts is designed to contribute to achieving effective justice and to support the country's development," he said.

On Sunday, the oaths were sworn by the 14 experts, who will work in various fields in Qatar including quantitative accounting, engineering, marine environment, and project management.

"The expertise of these experts is crucial for the development of the country," the minister added.

The experts will work in Qatar for six months, during which they will receive training and experience in various fields.
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Qatari publishers forum inaugurates its website

T he Qatari Forum for Publishers and Distributors, affiliated with the Ministry of Culture and Sports (MCS), has announced the launch of the initiative of launching a website for Qatari publishers to quarantine and upgrade their services.

The Covid-19 respiratory disease is caused by the coronavirus.

The initiative is aimed at helping patients during the quarantine period.

Zengo Doha launches new exclusive dishes

Award-winning Pan-Asian restaurant Zengo has introduced a variety of new flavors, offering an array of Asian-inspired dishes.

The new dishes include those like the Hamachi New Style Tiradito, featuring an artful blend of Asian styles with truffle ponzu, a Japanese citrus mayonnaise, and the Lobster Roll, according to Joey Aguilar, background. The MIA Park is one of the most popular destinations for families to spend the weekend, especially in pleasant weather.

The Covid-19 respiratory disease is caused by the coronavirus.

Musicians performing works by Beethoven.

Event held to mark Beethoven’s 250th birth anniversary

The Qatari Publishers and Distributors Forum, established during the Covid-19 quarantine, has announced the launch of its website.

The event was held with a limited audience due to the pandemic situation, according to the website.

The event included training workshops focusing on innovative methods to enhance online teaching.

The event covered topics as diverse as a revised learner-centered approach, sustainability in distance learning, how to increase online student engagement, and individual vs institutional needs.

The event took place from December 7-9.

One of the sessions at the “2nd Virtual Academic Excellence Week” was held to mark the 250th birth anniversary of Beethoven, the legendary German composer, through a virtual operation with Unesco.

Several speakers from internationally-recognized institutions in Qatar, the US, Australia, Thailand, and Hong Kong presented mainly on the subject matter of teaching English.

The event covered topics as diverse as a revised learner-centered approach, sustainability in distance learning, how to increase online student engagement, and individual vs institutional needs.

Good morning

A woman played her guitar on a recent morning at a scenic spot at the Museum of Islamic Art (MIA) Park, with the Doha skyline in the
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**Nigerian military in firefights with gang who kidnapped students**

The Nigerian military has reported that a firefight with a gang who kidnapped students in Katsina has ended with one officer killed and several others injured. According to the statement from the president's spokesman, Gambo Isah, the military had been scouting the area for signs of the gang since they had set up an improvised camp outside the school. The operation, which involved the deployment of additional forces to support the local police, ended after a fierce exchange of gunfire. The military said they were still working to determine how many attackers had been killed or captured.

---

**Foreign aid convoy reaches capital of Tigray**

A convoy of aid providers has entered the capital city of Tigray, in northern Ethiopia, as the United Nations expressed growing concern about the worsening humanitarian crisis in the region. The convoy is carrying food, medical supplies, and other essentials to help those affected by the conflict. The UN has stated that the situation is urgent and action is needed to prevent a humanitarian catastrophe.

---

**Yemeni protest poor economic conditions**

Yemenis have continued to protest against the deteriorating economic conditions, particularly the lack of food and medicine. A Yemeni man was seen holding up a piece of bread during a demonstration in Sanaa, highlighting the severe food shortages. The UN has described the situation in Yemen as the world's worst humanitarian crisis, with millions of people on the brink of famine.

---

**Arab World/Africa/Asia**

**AFR**

*AFP*

AP

**New Zealand moves to reopen border but only with Cook Islands**

New Zealand has announced plans to reopen borders, but only with the Cook Islands. The government has identified the Cook Islands as a “vaccinated” country, allowing for COVID-free travel between the two nations. New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern said the move was a significant step forward in the country’s COVID-19 recovery plan. The decision was made after discussions with Cook Islands Prime Minister Mark Brown.

---

**HK media mogul appears in court on national security charge**

Owen Hui, the owner of Next Media, appeared in court yesterday to face a charge of subversion, a new national security law that was imposed on the city in Hong Kong. The charge is related to the company’s publication of “pro-independence” materials. The case has raised concerns about freedom of expression and the media's role in a city with a history of political unrest.

---

**Virus awareness drive in West Bank**

The Palestinian Authority has launched a campaign to raise awareness about COVID-19 in the West Bank, following a rise in cases. The campaign includes public service announcements and public health campaigns, aiming to encourage people to adhere to safety measures such as wearing masks and maintaining social distancing.

---

**Yemenis protest poor economic conditions**

Yemenis have continued to protest against the deteriorating economic conditions, particularly the lack of food and medicine. A Yemeni man was seen holding up a piece of bread during a demonstration in Sanaa, highlighting the severe food shortages. The UN has described the situation in Yemen as the world's worst humanitarian crisis, with millions of people on the brink of famine.
French law on filming police triggers third weekend of protests

Tens of thousands of people took to the streets across France on Sunday for a third consecutive weekend of demonstrations against a controversial security bill that would limit filming of the police force.

The bill, which would give French authorities more power to restrict filming and the use of social media by journalists and the public, has sparked widespread protests across the country.

The French government has been under pressure to relax some of the bill’s most controversial provisions, but the marches continued over the weekend.

“Police reform is an attack on freedom,” said one protester in Paris. “We will not accept any attempts to restrict our rights.”

The protests have become a symbol of a wider movement of civil liberties organizations and ordinary citizens who are concerned about the erosion of privacy and freedom of expression. 

Interior Minister Gerald Darmanin tweeted that the protests have not impacted public order, despite some clashes with police. 
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Farmers and police in road face-offs as protests worsen

Farmers held prolonged protests against changes to the agriculture sector, blocking major highways and trucks passing without paying. The government has said it is only ready to make some amendments.

Mohan Anand
Food and Consumer Affairs Minister Pawan Kumar said on Friday that the protests had been blocked by “Marxist elements” but Prime Minister Narendra Modi had sought to maintain farms and that the change would boost farm incomes of more than 200 million farmers.

Sunset boat ride

The protest has hampered the movement of traffic in the state. The farmers are demanding the total rollback of the farm laws enacted in September.

Kerala ‘will provide free Covid-19 vaccine’

The farm leader said “we have decided to expand the demarcation to a ‘pan-India’ scale, appealing to all sections of society at home and abroad to join the protest."

Transport union-state government talks deadlock

The protest has hampered the movement of traffic in the state. The farmers are demanding the total rollback of the farm laws enacted in September.

Several hurt after fire at Hyderabad factory

Ministry’s summons to Bengal’s top officials questioned

The ministry’s summons to Bengal’s top officials was questioned by the farmers’ leaders.

Autopsy rules out homicide in Bengal actress’ death

Bhattacharya had been found dead in one of the bedrooms on Friday, she also worked in an epistaxis project.

Kerala cops say they have been saying since the beginning that there had been “no evidence to say that the farmers were being benefitted by the services of farmers or that they had benefited from the services of farmers”.

On Friday, Bandopadhyay invited the recognised employees to join them.

Valmiki Ramnivas Jaiswal, the state DGP, said, “We request our sisters and brothers to become part of the protest. We are arranging for security at all levels, and for all sections of society to ensure that everyone has the right to protest.”

Farmers sit on the ground as police personnel block a highway on the Haryana-Rajasthan border to stop the farmers from joining protests in Delhi against the recent agricultural reforms, in Haryana district, yesterday.
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As a candidate the previous two years and recently as president-elect, Joe Biden has been unitarily criticized by some in the conservative media as being the champion of the capitalists vs socialism economic debate. Unfortunately for that pandering to undecided Biden’s message. He does not want to adopt socialist economic policies, but neither does he want to be seen as the champion of the capitalists vs socialism economic debate. The hard work of governance is running the government, when its underlying political system is based on the rule of law and a functioning democracy.

One case in point. “It used to be that corporate America had a sense of fearlessness, but it’s no longer. Business is no longer lead by my intuition or my gut reactions. Business these days is led by their metrics. And I think that’s why business today has not stepped up. If you want to take on a moment when their policy is based on the rule of law and a functioning democracy. And I think that’s why business today has not stepped up. If you want to take on a moment when it’s more of the oligarchy, or the plutocracy, than it is business.”

He added that the National Day now serves as an opportunity to seek the spirit of the people and their desires, build a stronger and more sustainable society that continues its path of progress towards sustainable development. He also helped outline on its journey, which can only be possible for giving the people the means to the key driver of our lives, with the participation of the government, civil society, and the private sector. He concluded his statement by expressing his hope that the National Day will continue to contribute to the development and stability of Qatar.

The prime minister mentioned that the National Day is an important occasion that shows the people of Qatar’s history and culture. It also highlights the leadership’s commitment to sharing the values of the Qatar state, the appreciation of Qatar’s history, and the commitment to ensuring that Qatar’s future will be bright.

He added that the National Day is an important occasion that shows the people of Qatar’s history and culture. It also highlights the leadership’s commitment to sharing the values of the Qatar state, the appreciation of Qatar’s history, and the commitment to ensuring that Qatar’s future will be bright.

In conclusion, Biden emphasized the importance of working together to build a brighter future for all. He highlighted the need for continued investment in education, infrastructure, and technology, as well as the importance of fostering a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship.
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Khan pushes for tapping ecotourism potential

By 2030, we will have 60% clean energy: PM
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By 2030, we will have 60% clean energy: PM Khan

Discussing the current climate crisis concern, the government has decided to produce energy along with wind or coal so that coal doesn’t have to be imported,” Prime Minister Imran Khan said.

Khan, who is leading the country in the 2021 elections, has been a strong advocate of renewable energy and has expressed his commitment to reducing Pakistan's carbon footprint.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of education, stating that it was the key to sustainable development and reducing poverty. He also highlighted the need for collaboration between governments, businesses, and civil society to achieve these goals.

The Pakistan government has already taken several steps towards achieving its climate goals, including setting renewable energy targets and investing in clean energy technologies.

By 2030, the government aims to achieve 60% clean energy production, which would significantly reduce the country's reliance on fossil fuels.

The Prime Minister has also called for international cooperation, stating that addressing climate change requires a global effort.

In conclusion, Prime Minister Imran Khan reiterated his commitment to achieving Pakistan's climate goals and urged the international community to support the country in its efforts to combat climate change.
Centre of attention

The Doha Corniche will be the cynosure when the Qatar National Day parade streams through the country’s capital city on December 18. Banners with pictures of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani and His Highness the Father Amir Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani are hung on a variety of buildings even as the national flag adorns lamp posts and a variety of decorations and illuminations are being installed on the median. The VIP gallery is spruced up while those for the public are in various stages of installation. The tourist dhows moored along the Corniche are also sporting the national flag. PICTURES: Shemeer Rashied and Shaji Kayamkulam